In this paper we are concerned with using a tree-structured belief network (TSBN) as a prior model in segmenting a natural image into a number of prede ned classes. The TSBN was trained using the EM algorithm based on a set of training label images. The average log likelihood (or bit rate) of a test set of images shows that the learned TSBN is a better model for images than models based on independent blocks of varying sizes. We also analyze the relative advantages obtained by modelling correlations at di erent length scales in the tree.
Introduction
We are concerned with the problem of segmenting an image into a number of prede ned classes. This requires fusing together local predictions for the class labels with a prior model of segmentations; here we investigate the use of tree-structured belief networks (TSBNs) as prior models which can capture the local and spatial structure of images. The use of this kind of prior knowledge would help, for example, when pixelwise predictions are locally ambiguous, but the correct answer can be inferred using contextual information.
One commonly-used alternative to the TSBN prior is a Markov Random Field (MRF) model (see, e.g. Geman and Geman, 1984) , where at each pixel the random variable would be the choice of label. However, there are some problems with MRF models, particularly that inference procedures Current address: Informatics Laboratory, National Institute for Biological Standards and Control, Blanche Lane, South Mimms, Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3QG, UK. Email: xfeng@nibsc.ac.uk are NP-hard. In comparison, for TSBNs inference can be carried out in time linear in the number of pixels using Pearl's message-passing scheme Pearl, 1988] . Also, with MRFs it can be di cult to incorporate longer-range information into the prior if small neighbourhood sizes are used, in contrast to the multi-scale nature of TSBNs. Although there has been a considerable amount of other work on statistical models of images (e.g. Luettgen and Willsky, 1995 , for a TSBN model using Gaussian random variables), this mostly concerns models for intensity levels rather than class labels, and so is therefore not directly applicable to our problem.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we describe the basic TSBN architecture, and how to train it. Section 3 describes the assessment of the quality of the TSBN model in terms of coding cost, and demonstrates that the TSBN model is superior to block-based coding methods. In section 4 we explain how these models can be used to segment images, and show some results.
2 Tree-structured belief network
Generative model
Our model for the data is illustrated in Figure 1 . The observed data Y (e.g. the rgb values of the pixels) is assumed to have been generated from an underlying process X. X is a tree-structured belief network. At the highest level (level 0) there is one node X 0 , which has children in level 1. Typically in our experiments each parent node has four children, giving rise to a quadtree-type TSBN architecture as used by Bouman & The nodes in the layers above labelled X 0 ; : : : ; X m are always unobserved. Shapiro (1994) . Each X-node is a multinomial variable, taking on one of C class labels. These labels are those used for the segmentation, e.g. road, sky, vehicle etc. The links between the nodes are de ned by conditional probability tables (CPTs).
At the lowest level L of the tree, we nd the leaf nodes denoted X L . The ith leaf node is denoted X L i . The leaf nodes correspond to small regions of the image (in our case 4 4 pixel regions). The model for the observation Y i in each region is that it is gen- the maximum a posteriori (MAP) con guration. These can be achieved by Pearl's message passing schemes, as described in Pearl, 1988] . The scheme for (i) de nes two vectors (z) = P(e ? z jz) and (z) = P(zje + z )
for each node z in the tree, where e ? z is the instantiated nodes below node z in the tree, and e + z denotes the remaining instantiated nodes in the tree. These can be computed recursively in sweeps up and down the tree.
Computations ( 
Training a tree-structured belief network
Above it was assumed that the CPTs (denoted ) used to de ne P(X) are known. In fact we estimated these from training data, using a maximum likelihood procedure. Let x ik , k = 1; : : : ; C denote the possible values of X i , and let pa ij , j = 1; : : : ; C denote the set of possible values taken on by Pa i , the parent of X i . The parameter ijk denotes the CPT entry P(X i = x ik jPa i = pa ij ).
We can obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of by using the EM algorithm. (This is a generalisation of the EM algorithm for Hidden Markov Models to treestructured networks; see, e.g. Castillo et al , 1997) . Let the segmented training images be denoted by x Lm , m = 1; : : : ; M. Then the update for each CPT is given bỹ ijk = P M m=1 P (Xi = x ik ; P ai = paij jx Lm ; ) P M m=1 P k 0 P (Xi = x ik 0 ; P ai = paijjx Lm ; ) : The joint probability P(X i = x ik ; Pa i = pa ij jx Lm ; ) can be obtained locally using P(X i = x ik ; Pa i = pa ij jx Lm ; ) = (x ik j ) ijk (pa ij j ) Q y2s(Xi) y (pa ij j ) P k 0 (pa ik 0 ) (pa(ik 0 ) ; where we have used (x ik j ) for (X i = x ik j ), similarly for Pa i . s(X i ) is the set of nodes that are siblings of node X i . y (:) is the -message sent to node Pa i by node y.
This update gives a separate update for each link in the tree. Given limited training data this is undesirable. If the set of variables sharing a CPT is denoted as X I , then the update for~ Ijk is as above for~ ijk except that the summation over m is replaced by a double summation over m and X i 2 X I in both the denominator and numerator. In our experiments all of the CPTs in each level were constrained to be equal, except for the transition from layer 0 to layer 1, where each table was separate. The layer 0 to layer 1 CPTs in the trained model were found to produce high marginal probabilities for the \sky" label in the top half of the image, and for the \vegetation", \road marking" and \road surface" labels for the bottom half of the image. Below that, the CPTs were strongly diagonal in the main, indicating a preference for the child to have the same label as the parent.
3 Assessing the TSBN model: Coding cost
The Sowerby Image Database that we are using for our experiments provides both rgb and label images. This means that we can evaluate a model for the label process by evaluating the likelihood of a test set of label images under the model. By calculating ? log 2 P(X L )=(#labelled pixels in the image)
we obtain the coding cost in bits/pixel. The minimum attainable coding cost is the entropy (in bits/pixel) of the generating . In practice the dynamic range of the -value computation will exceed the precision range of essentially any machine; this is overcome by using a scaling procedure, where the -values at each node are normalized and the scaled -values are passed up the tree.
Below we will also consider the e ect of truncating the tree at a level below the root of the tree. In this case, instead of having one large tree, the image model consists of a number of smaller trees (and correlations between the di erent trees are then ignored). This allows us to quantify the bene ts of using the higher levels in the tree, which correspond to longer-range correlations. The priors for each of the smaller trees are calculated by propagating the prior (x 0 ) through the downward CPTs to obtain a prior for each root. The likelihood of an image under the truncated model is simply the product of terms like equation 1 evaluated at every root.
A block coding model
Under this model, an image is divided into blocks of size N M pixels. There is a probability model within each block, but each block is assumed to be coded independently. The probability of image x L under this model is given by
(2) where k b is the total number of blocks in an image and x L bi denotes the ith block. c b = C NM is the total number of blocklabelling patterns and n bj is the total number of blocks of pattern C bj in image x L .
In order to use this scheme we have to estimate P(c bj ), the probability of the jth pattern, for all j. The obvious way to do this is to compute the frequencies of each pattern in the training data|this is the maximum likelihood estimator. This method works well when the block size is small (e.g. 1 1), but rapidly runs into problems even for 2 2 blocks due to the sparse data problem| some patterns never occur in the training data. This problem occurs in a number of elds (e.g. language modelling) and several solutions have been proposed. We have used one of the simplest, adding a prior amount to each count before the data is observed, so thatP (c bj ) = (n bj + )= P k (n bk + ). The simplest block coding schemes use the same probabilities for each block. However, in order to make a fairer comparison against the TSBN method, we also investigated a scheme where the coding probabilities can vary from location to location in the image. This is inspired by the fact that in our TSBNs the marginal probabilities of nodes in the X L layer depend on spatial location. More precisely, there are six di erent sets of marginal probabilities in the six square regions de ned by a 2 3 grid. These derive from the fact that the TSBN parameters at the highest level are not tied.
In the labelled images, some of the pixels have unde ned labels. We treat these as missing at random, and therefore compute the probability for all the labelled pixels, and divide by that number. Under the block coding scheme, we call blocks missing one or more pixels partial blocks. The probability of a partial block can then be obtained by marginalizing over the unde ned pixels.
Experimental results
Colour images of out-door scenes from the Sowerby Image Database of British Aerospace are used in our experiments. Both colour images and their corresponding label images are provided in this database. The original 104 images were divided randomly into independent training and test sets of size 61 and 43 respectively. We describe the results of experiments using the TSBN and block coding methods on the label images. There are 7 di erent labels in all, namely \sky", \ve-getation", \road markings", \road surface", \building", \street furniture" and \mobile object".
The original label images of size 512 by 768 pixels were subsampled into 128 by 192 regions to form the reduced label images. The label of the reduced region was chosen by majority vote, with ties being resolved by an ordering on the label categories. The performance of coding models was then tested using the reduced label images. From now on we will refer to the reduced label images as label images because the original label images will no longer be used.
If we have an in nite amount of training data, the larger the block size the better the coding should be. However, with nite amounts of training data there is a trade-o between estimating the probabilities accurately and block size. We tried blocks with sizes of 1 1, 2 2, 2 4, 4 4, 4 8, 8 8 and 16 16. The values of the smoothing parameter were optimized on the test data (giving the block coding methods a slight advantage over the TSBN architecture) 1 . The belief network structure was basically a quadtree, except that there were six children of root node to take into account the 2 : 3 aspect ratio of the images. A treestructured belief network with 8 levels was trained using the training set of label images. In the training phase, the network parameters were initialized in a number of di erent ways. It was found that the highest marginal likelihood of the training data was obtained when the initial values of were computed using probabilities derived from downsampled versions of the images. A plot of the marginal likelihood against iteration number on the training set levelled o after 50 iterations. The upward ( ) propagation in the tree takes around 10s, and the downward ( ) propagation around 40s on a SGI R10000 processor; the tree has over 30,000 nodes.
The results of the experiments are shown in Table 1 . The minimum average bit rate for the block models was 0:3336 bpp for the 4 4 block, but this was still larger than the TSBN bit rate of 0:2307 bpp. This suggests that the longer-range correlations that can be encoded in the TSBN are important. For a rough comparison, the label images could be compressed with Lempel-Ziv coding using the Unix utility gzip to 0:398 bpp.
Using the \truncated tree" scheme dis- Figure 2 shows the bit rate (in bits/pixel) evaluated as a function of truncating the tree at levels 0 to 7. These gures interpolate between the 1 1 (6 regions) value (which is equivalent to truncation at level 7), and the TSBN bit rate. It can be seen that by the time level 4 has been reached, almost all of the bene t has been attained. This corresponds to a 8 8 block size, but using a learned, structured TSBN model for the probabilities in that block rather than an unstructured block model.
Segmentation experiments
We have used our models of label images along with neural networks that make label predictions at each image location to obtain segmentations of the test images, using the scaled likelihood method (see section 2.2). A multi-layer perceptron network with one hidden layer was trained to predict the posterior probabilities of the class labels using features based on properties such as the local intensity, colour and texture. Further details on the network training can be found in Williams and Feng, 1998 ]. The scaled likelihoods were then fed to the TSBN to obtain the MAP con guration. For the 4 4 blocks, there are 7 16 possible con gurations to be checked in each block. To avoid this astronomical amount of work, we only checked the 5139 con gurations that occurred in the training set. Figure 3 shows the segmentations of one particular image from the test set. The overall classi cation accuracy on the test set was 83:5% using the 4 4 block coding method, and 87:1% using the TSBN.
Discussion
Our main contribution in this paper is to have evaluated the quality of TSBNs as models of label-images. We have shown that the TSBN is superior to block coding schemes trained on the same dataset. The truncated tree analysis of TSBN coding shows that for this data almost all of the coding gain can be achieved by going up to level 4 of the tree, corresponding to a 8 8 block size.
While TSBNs have many desirable properties, they are rather rigid models; for example, their architecture means that segmentation results are not translation invariant. Current work on overcoming these limitations focuses on creating priors over TSBN architectures Williams and Adams, 1999] or by adding extra linkages to the TSBN architecture. 
